About the Book

Mason loves spending time with Nana and Grandpa on the farm—but Nana’s pie takes forever to bake! So Grandpa challenges our impatient hero to find out just how long “forever” really is. After a tour around the farm and many guesses, Mason finally knows how long forever is: It’s how long he’ll love Nana’s pie, and how long he’ll love his grandparents, too.

About the Author

Kelly Carey holds a BS in English and communication from Fairfield University. Kelly lives in Massachusetts. This is her first picture book.

About the Illustrator

Qing Zhuang is an illustrator and elementary educator living in New York City. She holds a BFA in illustration from Maryland Institute College of Art and a MA in teaching from the School of Visual Arts. This is her first picture book.
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Name the Barn Cat!

My cat is named: ____________________

Three things my cat will love forever!

A Person    A Place or Thing    An Activity
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Three Things I Will Love Forever

A Person: ____________________________

A Place or Thing: ______________________________

An Activity: _______________________________
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Follow Mason!

Start

Trace the line to follow Mason on his search for forever!
Where did Mason look for forever? Can you put his search in the correct order? Cut out the items on the bottom and glue them in the right order.